
SAT 26 SEPTEMBER 2009
A FESTIVAL OF ARTS IN CHALKWELL PARK,  
SOUTHEND ON SEA.
11AM – 10PM
FREE ENTRY

MEETSINGACTPLAYWATCH
EATTALKMAKELAUGH...

Metal presents
Metal presents

BILLY BRAGG’S BIG BUSK THE BLOCKHEADS 
CAMERA OBSCURA SOUTHEND YOUNG CREATIVES 
THE PAPER CINEMA URBAN DANCE 30 BIRD 
SYNCHRO STUDIOS MAN LIKE ME SANDPIT 
ARTISTS MARKETPLACE HIDE AND SEEK THE 
WHITE BUS CHILDRENS FILM HOUR REBECCA JOY 
SHARP MUSICAL FLARES CHRISTOPHER SIMPSON 
BEOWULF THE POLISH CLUB MATTHEW PESCOD 
COEXIST ROYAL OPERA HOUSE SETH PARIS 
CRICKET AND MUCH MORE...

IN AN EXCITING MIX OF ARTS, MUSIC, FILM,  
DANCE AND PERFORMANCE FOR ALL AGES. 
WWW.METALCULTURE.COM/VILLAGE-GREEN

METAL PRESENTS 
VILLAGE GREEN 

Metal presents Village Green as part 
of the launch celebrations of the newly 
renovated Chalkwell Hall.  

During the day the stunning grade II listed 
Chalkwell Hall, complete with renewable 
technologies, renovated spaces and 
contemporary additions will be open 
for guided tours.  The house has been 
designed by award-winning architect  
Bill Dunster of Zedfactory in conversation 
with visual artists Ackroyd & Harvey to  
create for Metal a low carbon space  
for art, events and conversation.

Bill Dunster’s practice is renowned for 
working with renewable technologies.  
Energy saving devices at Chalkwell Hall 
will include electricity generated by 
two small wind turbines and large glass 
photovoltaic tiles on the roof.  A wood 
pellet boiler will work alongside solar 
thermal tubes to produce heating and 
hot water, and a wood burning stove and 
burgeoning kitchen garden will continue 
Metal’s now well known series of artist-
led dinner discussions.  

Ackroyd & Harvey have created a 
permanent outdoor work for the Hall, 
sited on the veranda on the south façade.

Metal is a multi-disciplinary arts 
organisation that acts as a catalyst for 
ideas and action, to demonstrate and 
promote the role of artists and creative 
thinking in civic and civil life.  Artists from 
around the world and the UK will be invited 
to live and work from Chalkwell Hall – 
developing artistic ideas in partnership 
with the people of Southend and the wider 
region, helping to shape exciting places and 
a strong community.

After Village Green, Chalkwell Hall can be 
visited by appointment, please contact Metal.

Metal
Chalkwell Hall
Chalkwell Avenue
Southend on Sea
SS0 8NB
Tel: +44 (0) 1702 470700
chalkwell@metalculture.com
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VENUE SING PLAY SHOW ROCK POND HEAR WATCH BUY KICK

11- 11.45 AYIGAFRIK DANCE
Pioneering Modern African Dance in 
Southend, Assou Ayigah and his group, 
‘Ayigafrik Dance’ are back for a second 
year at Village Green. Assou Ayigah, 
trained at the prestigious ‘Ecole de 
Danse et d’Echanges Culturels’ run by 
internationally-acclaimed dancer  
Rose-Marie Guiraud. In 2004 he 
represented the UK in the International 
Dance Festival Competition in Seoul, 
Korea. Expect dance and music 
expressing happiness, sadness and  
ritual dancing - something modern,  
fresh and contemporary. 

12–12.40 POETRY BINGO 
The Level 4 Magazine team treat you to 
a game of bingo with a difference. Great 
literary fun with prizes!

12.40–1 MUSICAL FLARES
Another twist on a well known favourite 
game from the Level 4 team. 

1.15–1.45 RUCKUS AN CHITLINS
Play a wide selection of jazz, jug and 
skiffle music. A lot more fun than ridin’ 
the rails to alabamy to get the banjo 
surgically removed from your knee!  
Don’t miss it!

2–2.30 BILLY BRAGGS BIG 
BUSK REHEARSAL 
Come along to the Tipi Tent to meet 
Billy, familiarise yourself with the songs 
for the main event at 4.30pm on the 
mainstage.

2.45–3.05 OUT OF THE WOODS
Present an excerpt from their 
adaptation of the epic story of Beowulf.  
A must for all adults and children who 
love a good story - told with live music 
accompaniment.

3.20–3.45 LEIGH OPERATIC AND 
DRAMATIC SOCIETY 
Perform an excerpt of their current 
production, ‘The Likes of Us’. Written 
over 40 years ago, this was the first 
musical collaboration from Tim Rice and 
Andrew Lloyd Webber. Oliver!-Esque in 
style, ‘The Likes of Us’ tells the story of 
the  life of Dr Thomas Barnado.

4–4.30 REBECCA JOY SHARP:  
Part lever/celtic harp, part spoken word, 
Rebecca performs tracks from her 
contemporary folk-influenced EP ‘the 
mystery workshop’ amongst other works.

5.20–6 CHRIS SIMPSON:  VERY 
PRESENT TENSE.  
Known for his acting work in Spooks and 
Brick Lane, Chris Simpson wrote and will 
perform at Village Green an ambitious 
operatic song cycle referencing diverse 
musical idioms including blues, jazz and 
rwandan folk. 

6,30–7 SETH PARIS AND 
FELIX NGINDU:  
New York jazz musician, Seth Paris and 
ghanian drummer Felix Ngindu provide 
some spectacular, improvised music to 
end the day in the Tipi Tent.  If you fancy 
joining in, it’s the ideal opportunity for a 
jam session with two fantastic musicians 
from overseas.

12–1 POTATO GAME 
20-50 players.  Suitable for grown ups 
and families.  A game that involves 
chasing, hiding and deal-making - with 
potatoes as collateral.  How will you 
protect and multiply your mash stash. 

1–1.30 REALITY REALITY HELMET:  
Approximately 50 players.  Suitable for 
grown ups and families.  Enter new and 
wonderful realities at the drop of a hat, 
by wearing a Reality Reality Helmet.  
Spin the wheel to choose one of 12 new 
experiences, including eating clouds, 
being at giant in a world of little people 
and falling in love. 

2–2.45 THE FOLLOWING:  
Suitable for grown ups and 12 years+.  
Two teams - the following and the 
followed have a few minutes to discuss 
tactics before being sent off in  search  
of the secret base. 

3–3.45 SEMAPHORIA:  
Suitable for grown ups and 12 years +.  
 A game of flag-waving and communication, 
where players develop a coded language 
and use it to transmit instructions.

ALL DAY UNTIL 4 
CAKE HUNTING:
Suitable for grown ups and families.  
Players are invited to find and decode 
a series of words hidden all over the 
festival site in order to win delicious cake 
at the end of the day. 

5–5.30 GRANDMOTHERS 
FOOTSTEPS 
Suitable for grown ups and families.  
Since her debut in Jubilee Gardens on 
the Southbank for Hide and Seek 2008, 
Grandma has been having a well earned 
rest and cup of tea – but now she’s ready 
to emerge once more!  A delightfully 
simple of game of Grandmother’s 
Footsteps played on a grand scale, with  
a giant Grandma and unlimited players

COEXIST:
Roll up, Roll up.  Come and 
see the artist’s side show - 
performance, spectacle, visuals 
and participation.  Something for 
everyone.  All locally produced.

A WIDE RANGE OF THINGS TO SEE 
AND TAKE PART IN FROM: 
Southends’ own carnival float  
making team.  

ART OF THE VILLAGE 
The Royal Opera House - stunning 
costumes and props soon to be in 
permanent residence in Purfleet. 

SOUTHEND YOUNG CREATIVES 
30+ visual artists and designers 
showcase their work.

THE POLISH CLUB
Come and have your say over what a 
new youth facility should look like.

SOUTHEND THEATRES
The Palace Theatre archives opened 
up for you to see - or join up with the  
Youth Theatre and other activities.

11–11.30 THE SEASIDERS
Southend band The Seasiders kick start Village Green with an 
example of what makes the area one of the countries finest 
exponents of great British music. Great songs, huge talent,  
don’t miss this show!  

11.30–12 URBAN ALLSTARS
Urban Allstars are DJ’s that are guaranteed to rock a party.  
They will be here all day at Village Green bringing you a mix 
of their own ‘instantly recognisable’ tunes, as well as a wide 
range of other top music.

12–12.30 SETH PARIS & THE LIVERPOOL 
& FORMBY BRASS BAND  
New Yorker, Seth Paris brings his own brass band compositions 
based on traditional African folk rhythms. Working with the 
Liverpool & Formby Brass Band whilst in residence with Metal, 
he brings this ensemble south to premiere at Village Green.

12.30–12.50 URBAN ALLSTARS

12.50–1.30 MATTHEW PESCOD
Matt writes songs about his life and what he sees in others, his 
songs are simple, observant, inspirational and visual. Acoustic 
folk rock, ageless yet contemporary, rich in melody, sentiment, 
and charm. Delivered with a truly astonishing vocal. Matthew 
P is currently touring the UK and will release his debut EP in 
November 2009 through Medical Records - Fiction/ Polydor. 
His album will follow in early 2010.

1.30–1.50 URBAN ALLSTARS

1.50–2.30 MAN LIKE ME 
Man Like Me are a cheekily astounding electro-pop trio who 
are taking the UK music scene by storm. Camden-town born 
and bred, this quirky foursome have a unique sound forged 
from grime, electro, ska, hip hop and funk.

2.30–3 URBAN ALLSTARS

3–4 THE BLOCKHEADS
The legendary Blockheads line-up still boasts original members, 
Chaz Jankel, Mick Gallagher, Norman Watt-Roy, and John 
Turnbull. With Derek ‘the draw’ Hussey on vocals playing 
tracks from ‘Staring Down the Barrel’ their recent album 
which won critical acclaim.

4–4:30 URBAN ALLSTARS

4.30–5.20 BILLY BRAGG’S BIG BUSK
 If you can play three chords then make sure you bring your 
guitar to join in with Billy.  Built around the chords A major,  
D major and E major - Billy will lead in one big sing and  
play-a-long of some classic three-chord wonders!

5.20-6 RICHIE PHOE  
Described as the Lee Scratch Perry of Brighton by Radio 1 DJ 
Rob da Bank, Richie Phoe is one of the most sought-after Dj’s  
of the moment. Originally from Essex, produces the kind of 
music that’s more Kingston Town than Brighton Pier. 

6-6.40 COSMONAUT VOLKOV 
Palestian oud virtuoso Nizar Al-Issa and Faithless/Slovo 
guitarist Dave Randall premiere their new group ‘Cosmonaut 
Volkov’. They are joined by accordionist and world supremo 
juggler – Chris Sly, bassman Big String Marlow and 
iconoclastic drummer Frink Bang. Cosmonaut Volkov meld  
the music traditions of North & East Africa, the Middle East, 
the Balkans and South London!

6.40-7.10 URBAN ALLSTARS

7.10-8 CAMERA OBSCURA
Playing a set from their recently released fourth album,  
’My Maudlin Career’.  Described by the NME as ‘a remarkably 
beautiful record’ this is not to be missed as the sun goes down 
over Chalkwell Park.

ALL DAY STEPPING STONES 
Student’s from Writtle College Yaya 
Cheng and Roseanna Wheeler, under the 
guidance of artist Thadian Pillai, create 
site specific installations in the area 
around the pond. Beautifully lit by Andy 
Barak Smith from IADWM, the work is part 
of a bursary from Chelmsford Borough 
Council and Essex & Suffolk Water.

CHALKWELL HALL
Throughout the day come and take a tour 
around the stunning, newly renovated, 
low-carbon Chalkwell Hall.  Metal’s new 
space for arts, events and conversation.

TOUR TIMES:

Tour One:  11.30am 

Tour Two:  12 noon

Tour Three:  12.30pm

Tour Four:  1pm

Tour Five:  1.30pm

Tour Six:  2pm

Tour Seven:  2.30pm

Tour Eight:  3pm

Tour Nine:  3.30pm

Tour Ten:  4pm

Tour Eleven:  4.30pm

Tour Twelve:  5pm

12–1 ESSEX POWER BOCKERS 
DEMONSTRATION
After wowing the crowds at last year’s 
Village Green, the Essex Power Bockers 
are back with more gravity defying 
acrobatics on their spring loaded stilts.

1 – 3 POSITIVE FUTURES 
& BALD MC PRESENTS: 
basketball demonstration and coaching.

3 – 4 STREETBALL EXTREME 
PRESENT: 
An amazing display of ‘freestyle’ street 
basketball.

Free for all cricket

Free for all skate

11–12.55 SHANGRI-LA

11–11.15 TOM BURGESS
Tom Burgess - Southend’s answer to “Badly Drawn Boy” and erstwhile gatekeeper to 
Shangri-la. Tom plays his plangent take on Brit-pop drawing on his love of The Smiths, 
Noel Gallagher and Jackie Leven.

11.20–11.35 SIMON GENTRY 
Simon Gentry is frontman with local new-wave-ish power poppers Ninjalube and  
co-runner of the Ship pub’s excellent monthly music showcase The Pink Flamingo.

11.40–11.55 BOB COLLUM
From Laindon via Oklahoma! Tulsa’s own Bob Collum plays a solo selection of songs 
from his acclaimed back catalogue of country and roots based rock. 

‘Hook-heavy, steel guitar-driven, rootsy power pop’. - Time Out

12–12.20 CUSACK
Singer-songwriter Cusack has been performing his alt-country/roots-pop since 2001, 
and began hosting the intimate weekly showcase Shangri-la at the Railway Hotel in 
2007. Presently, Cusack can be found playing in and around London and the SE with 
the multi-talented string bender Matt Boulter (Blue Vinyl Island/Lucky Strikes).

12.30–12.50 THOSE MEN
Those Men are ex-Elastic frontman Martin Clarke and former Forehead in a Fishtank 
(and Zingg records supremo) Mark Elliott. Imagine a cross between The Flaming Lips 
and the Bonzo Dog Doo Dah Band and you’re close to the glorious experience that is a 
Those Men live performance.

12.55–3 SUNDOWN MULTIMEDIA PRESENTS:

12.55  - 1.10 SUNDOWN POETS
A team of writers and poets whose past performances include Latitude Festival and 
Whitechapel Art Gallery to name a few.

1.10–1.25 KEELEY MILLS 
Peterborough’s Poet Laureate. Mills is a witty and infectiously fun stand-up poet.

1.25–1.40 MARK GRIST
Formerly Peterborough’s Poet Laureate.  Comedian and poet, Mark is a popular act  
on the poetry scene today.

1.40–2.00 DEFERRED SUCESS
The sound of a punch-up between The Streets and The Clash, being broken up by  
Billy Bragg.

2.00–2.30 KIOSK OF CHAMPIONS
Like Horne & Corden but with jokes.

2.30–2.55 DONNA MACOCIA 
Ukelele pop, singer-songwriter who has supported KT Tunstall, Regina Spektor  
and Nizlopi. 

2.55-3 SUNDOWN POETS

3–7 EL COBRA CLUB PRESENTS

3–3.30 DAVE WOODCOCK
Way too much talent for one man. Every second spent watching this lyrical observer is 
another second spent smiling.

3.35–4.05 JIMMY EASTWOOD
Dark and beautifully mysterious vocal melodies entwined with authentic earthy bluesy 
original songs.

4.10–4.40 NATHAN & NOLAND ABBOTT 
The human cannon balls of Rock N Roll!

4.45–5.15 LUCY O’DRISCOLL
“A voice that haunts like a welcome ghost. Genuinely Splendid”  B P Fallan

5.20–5.50 SISSI
This amazing songwriter and incredible performer delivers the softest punch on the 
chin and will still knock you out!

6.55–6.25 RUSSELL JOSLIN
“Living proof of how fresh, vigorous and abrasive an acoustic songwriter should be in 
the 21st Century” Tom Robinson BBC 6music. 

6.30–7.00 PHILLIOUS WILLIAMS
“trials of a cactus climber, a chronic bigamist and drunk, his life mostly filled with 
misery and pain but who is also a charming and witty storyteller”.

THE WHITE BUS CINEMA PRESENTS:

11–12 KINO KIDS
A hilarious selection of everyone’s favourite Looney Tunes 
cartoons from Warner Brothers golden age of animation. Come 
along and marvel at the wonderful escapades of Bugs Bunny,  
Daffy Duck and Porky Pig.

12–12.45 HOME GROWN 
Locally produced cutting edge short films from this years  
BA (Hons) graduates in Digital Animation & TV Production from 
South East Essex College, as well other short films from local 
artists and production companies.

1–1.45 PAPER CINEMA
The Paper Cinema is an illustrated song, a shadow show, a smoke, 
a mirror, a puppet show, a cinema show, side show, magic show, a 
show and tale, a show off. The paper cinema exists in the meeting 
of live music and moving drawings. Created by Nicholas Rawling 
five years ago, the Paper Cinema has played for the BBC,  
Tate Modern and Glastonbury & Latitude festivals. With the 
multi - instrumentalist, composer, Kieron Maguire playing - viola, 
flamenco guitar and looping station, builds the soundtrack to  
their live animated film.

2–3 LITTLENOBODY’S FLIP BOOK
Littlenobody presents a selection of animated shorts. Local 
animators Karen Penman and Liam Brazier share some quality, 
cutting edge, experimental animation from global award winners 
and festival screened animators from the likes of Julia Pott,  
Scott Coello, Bevis Martin & Charlie Youle and Kate Jessop.

3–4 THE ARCHIVE
Take a journey back in time to visit Southend as it used to be.  
From German air raids to holidays on the beach, see the bygone 
years come back to life, including: The visit of the Royal Navy in 
1909, scenes of town life from the 1900s to the 1960s, holidays by 
the pier, Ecko electronics factory and Southend Airport in the 60s.

4.15–5.15 GIDEON BAWS
A tribute to Gideon Baws, local artist - Music videos from Shynola.

5.30–6 ALIEN
Eclectic electronica constructed from analogue synths and warped 
guitars, with live visuals featuring the work of artist Clare Lynn.

6.30–7.15 PLASTIC
Anglo-Iranian film and theatre company 30 Bird Productions 
brings this visual installation and performance that invites  
you to experience a world of surreal humour, music, dance and 
striking images.

7.30–9.30 FOCAL POINT GALLERY 
Screening of two films chosen by Erik Blinderman. The first is 
My Place (1985) by Marcel Lozinski, which shows the working 
life of the staff at a hotel in Sopot, while the second is Jean Luc 
Godard’s British Sounds (1970), a political commentary shot 
primarily in Essex, on locations such as the MG car factory, and the 
University in Colchester. Blinderman will introduce, comment and 
contextualise both films within the framework of his exhibition  
at Focal Point Gallery.

For more information on the exhibition Erik Blinderman  
‘Sounds of the Sea and Shops’, please see Focal Point Gallery’s 
website www.focalpoint.org.uk

8–10 THE WHITE BUS  CINEMA PRESENTS: 
SURPRISE OUTDOOR CINEMA
Over the past two months, everyone on our mailing list had the 
opportunity to vote for their favourite film that would suit all ages 
to watch at Village Green on a huge outdoor inflatable screen.

Come and see us to find out the winning film to be screened 
tonight, how you can be involved in the next film vote and all about 
our new independent cinema in Southend. www.thewhitebus.org.uk

11–6 MARKET PLACE
Over sixty stalls of artists, 
makers, craftsmen and ideas -  for 
discussion, sale or just to look at.  
Come and see what the creative 
talent across Southend and from 
further afield is producing.

CHANDELIERS
Along the avenue from Chalkwell 
Hall to London Road is an 
exhibition of chandeliers created 
from 3750 recycled plastic bottles 
by pupils from Leigh North Street 
Junior School, Chalkwell Hall 
Junior School and Westborough 
Primary School working with 
artist Thadian Pillai.

WORKSHOPS
Take the opportunity to get 
involved in having a go at 
creating your own piece of work.  
Workshop gazebos are sited 
across the festival, manned with 
artists ready to provide you with 
the materials and space to try 
out loads of different ideas and 
techniques.

11–12 & 3.30–4.30  CLARE 
LYNN LIGHT SCULPTURES 
WORKSHOPS

12.30–1.30 & 5 – 6  
CAROLINE WEIDMAN 
STONECARVING 
DEMONSTRATION

2–3 TESSA FRAMPTON SILK 
PAINTING WORKSHOP

11–12.30 AND 3.30- 5 
OPEN ARTS MIXED ART 
WORKSHOPS

1–2.30  DEE ANNE 
MARKIEWICZ FELT MAKING 
WORKSHOP

ALL DAY  BOOKSTART 
STORYRHYMES EVERY HOUR 
FROM 11

12.30–1 & 3.30–4 ADRIAN 
GREEN POETRY READINGS

ALL DAY  CONTRIBUTE 
TO SOUNDCHECK RADIO, 
CREATE YOUR OWN FAMILY 
PORTRAIT WITH HAYLEY 
GOODSELL, HOP SKIP AND 
JUMP WITH LACE.

A selection of delicious food 
and drink options will be on site 
throughout the day - until 8pm.

11–1 SOUTHEND UTD KICKZ
A chance to have a kick around and 
some informal coaching from the 
Southend Utd Kickz team.

2–4 30 BIRD PRESENTS
Poland 3 Iran 2.  In 1976, the 
best ever Polish football team 
played against arguably the best 
ever Iranian football team in the 
Montreal Olympics.  30 Bird pay 
homage to the beautiful game 
and this memorable match with 
contemporary Iranian and  
Polish teams.

12-1 & 2-3 KAYZAR DANCE 
PRESENT
Breakdancing display and workshop. 

ALL DAY DJ’S KOOL KIDS 
KLUB

1 CRICKET - THE JOHN 
JARVIS TROPHY
The last game of this annual local 
Cricket tournament – come and 
find out who wins the final and 
takes home the trophy.

11–1 & 2–4 CROqUET
Southchurch Croquet Club: 
Demonstration and Workshop

2–4 ESSEX POWER BOCKERS 
DEMONSTRATION

GO RIDE:  BRITISH CYCLING 
AND CYCLE SOUTHEND  
TEAM PRESENT AN 
OPPORTUNITY TO IMPROVE 
YOUR CYCLING SKILLS

11–11.30, 11.45–12.15, 12.30–1 
TAI CHI 
Graham Horwood Workshops  
and demonstration of Tai Chi  
www.thaichi-horwood.com

2–2:30, 2:45–3:15, 3:30–4 
YOGA 
Yoga Darma Workshops  
and demonstration of Yoga 
www.yogadharma.co.uk
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